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ABSTRACT 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising candidate for cognitive radio transmission. 

OFDM supports high data rates that are robust to channel impairments. However, one of the biggest problems 

for OFDM transmission is high out-off-band radiation, which resultes from the sidelobes of the OFDM sub-

carriers. These sidelobes are a source of interference to neighbouring transmissions. This paper focuses on 

reducing out-of-band radiation by reading and extracting the radiation power in the sidelobes. This is done by 

extending the time domain OFDM signal by zeros in both sides. The resulting signal is then transformed to the 

time domain and extended samples are removed to obtain the N-samples of time domain signal representing the 

out-of-band radiated signal. The resulting signal is Fourier transformed and high frequency sub-carriers are 

removed to obtain pilots that are inverted and added to the original OFDM data sub-carriers, resulting in reducing 

the Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI), which affects the adjacent systems. The added signal represents a noise 

signal to the desired OFDM signal that reduces the BER performance of the desired system, thus a weighing factor 

is applied to the added signal in order to get a better BER performance with good out-of-band radiation reduction. 

Matlab/Simulink simulation is adopted to perform an assessment of the proposed technique with different weighing 

factors and different frequency separation between the desired signal and the adjacent one. For 0 dB attenuation 

on the added signal, a 10 dB reduction in out-of-band radiation is obtained, while 6 dB reduction is obtained when 

the weighing factor reduces the input signal power by 3 dB. BER performance is better by performing the reduction 

technique and depends on the frequency distance between the adjacent signal and the desired one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communications, because of the nature of the propagation channel, adjacent signals in 

frequency are subject to be affected by interference that reduces their performance as well as increases 

the BER (Bit Error Rate) of the system. Therefore, to improve the system performance, wireless 

communication systems have to decrease the effect of interference. The wireless communication system 

is regulated in using the frequency spectrum by several institutes, like the ITU (International 

Telecommunication Union), where regulations are done over long areas and periods, whereas spectrum 

is accessed locally and over short periods [1]-[2]. 

Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) is one of several types of interference discussed in this paper. It 

occurs between the signals that are close in frequency and due to several reasons that will be discussed 

later. As such, ACI helps engineers in deciding how the frequency bands may be allocated to different 

wireless communication systems. 

Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) results from adjacent systems with out-of-band radiation equal to 

the desired system frequency. This interference can be minimized using a strictly restricted signal 

bandwidth or a proper channel assignment [3]-[4]. 

The ACI is created by two effects: 

1. The transmitter radiation due to the type of modulator and different hardware properties of the 

used devices extended over a larger frequency range. This out-of-band radiation is not completely 

suppressed, since the transmit filters are not ideal. This will affect the receiver with receiving 

unwanted power from the adjacent signals that are not perfectly filtered. 
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2. At the receiver, the radiation from the desired channel is suppressed insufficiently by the receiver 

filter. Thus, some of the signal in the adjacent channel is passed onto the demodulator, where it 

acts as interference. 

The main definition for ACI is that it is a power leakage from neighboring channels that introduce energy 

reception in the desired frequency band from the unwanted frequency. ACI limits the capacity and 

decreases the performance of the wireless system [5]. ACI is enhanced if the adjacent channel user is 

transmitting in a close range (as cellular systems) compared to the receiver while the receiver is trying 

to receive a BS (base station) signal on the channel. This is called near-far effect, as depicted in Figure 

1. This effect can also occur if a mobile close to a base station transmits on a channel close to one being 

used by another mobile station has weak signal power due to its far position to BS. This problem also 

might occur if the base station has a problem in distinguishing the mobile user from the interference 

signal caused by the close adjacent channel mobile [6]-[7]. 
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Figure 1. Near-far effect. 

 

Figure 2. Imperfect receiver filtering develops ACI. 

In the receiver side, additional interference from the adjacent channel will occur, since the receiver filter 

cannot be ideal, not completely rectangular, as in Figure 2 above. The filter will have sidelobes in the 

adjacent channel, causing the power from the main lobe of the transmitted interference source to affect 

receiver performance [8]. 

2. OFDM SYSTEMS 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a technology that splits the wide band channel 

into smaller frequency bands called sub-carriers. Theses sub-carriers have to be lower than the coherent 

bandwidth of the multi-path propagation channel, which will convert the frequency selective fading that 

may affect the whole band into flat fading on each sub-carrier [9]-[11]. 

At the same time, OFDM converts the high data rate stream into dN  data streams (symbols). Zero 

padding is presented to introduce a guard band to the left and right of the frequency sub-carriers and 

prevent the OFDM signal from aliasing and increasing the resolution in time. The resulting 
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d zN N N   symbols modulate the frequency sub-carriers using the inverse Fourier transform. 

Mathematically, The thk  sub-carrier of the OFDM signal is described by the sinusoidal basis functions 
2 scj kf t

e
 . The OFDM signal is given by: 
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A rectangular pulse shaping filter,  p t , is applied for each sub-carrier in the time domain, where scf  

is the sub-carrier frequency spacing, while uT  is the width of the rectangular pulse shaping filter (also 

called the OFDM useful symbol duration) [12]. OFDM signal given by Equation (1) can be Fourier 

transformed into the frequency domain by the following analysis: 
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The Fourier transform of two multiplied functions is the convolution between the Fourier transform of 

each function alone, where the symbol  *  represents the convolution process [13]-[16]. OFDM signal 

representation in the frequency domain is given as follows: 
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Due to the rectangular pulse shaping filter applied to each sub-carrier, each OFDM symbol in the 

frequency domain is represented by a sinc function. This is clearly shown in Equation (3). Due to the 

sinc shape of the OFDM symbols, large sidelobes may occur which could potentially interfere with the 

signal transmissions of the neighboring systems [17]-[18]. 

Figure 3a, shows the OFDM sub-carriers where at each sub-carrier frequency there is only one peak 

value of the sinc function and all other sub-carriers have zero values. That means that even though 

multiple sub-carriers coexist, they are all independent and do not influence each other. This is referred 

to as orthogonality [16]-[19]. Figure 3b shows the power spectral density of an OFDM modulated signal. 

The interference power due to the first sidelobe in the first adjacent band is shown. 

 

Figure 3. Orthogonality between sub-carriers. 
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3. MITIGATING TECHNIQUES FOR ACI 

ACI in OFDM system, is a result of high out-of-band radiation that prevents the efficient use of the 

available spectrum [8]. Recently, four different techniques for sidelobe suppression have been proposed 

and are summarized next. 

3.1 Guard Bands 

Guard bands represent a simple technique that modulates high frequency sub-carriers with zero data. In 

Figure 4, one guard band is used on each side of the OFDM signal in order to reduce the out-of-band 

radiation. However, these guard bands act as buffer bands between the different OFDM systems and are 

actually wasted spectrum [20]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Guard band technique for OFDM sidelobe suppression. 

The effect of GBs differs for different non-linear devices that may introduce OOB radiation due to 

excessive clipping of the OFDM signal. However, the reduction effect using guard bands is not 

significant enough and the drawback of this method is the less effective use of the available bandwidth. 

3.2 Sub-carrier Weighing 

This technique was proposed in [21] based on the multiplication of the used sub-carriers by sub-carrier 

weights which are chosen carefully to reduce the power in the sidelobes.  

In Figure 5, an example of five sub-carriers is introduced and the amplitudes of individual sub-carriers 

are adapted to cancel each other in the optimization range, thus reducing the sidelobe power. SW method 

does not need to transmit any side information and is capable of reducing the OOB radiation of OFDM 

signals by more than 10 dB. However, it suffers from a slight loss in BER as mentioned in [21]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5. Sub-carrier weighing technique. 
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3.3 Cancellation Carriers 

The cancellation carrier (CC) technique operates by inserting no data information carriers on the left 

and right hand sides of the OFDM spectrum with optimized weights as shown in Figure 6. In this figure, 

one CC (dashed line) is inserted on the right side of the OFDM spectrum (solid line) [22]. 

The amplitude of the CC is calculated to cancel out the sidelobe of the original OFDM signal. However, 

there is a small loss in bit error rate performance due to transmitting sub-carriers, which are not available 

for data transmission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Cancellation carriers technique. 

3.4 Raised-Cosine Filter 

Raised-cosine a filter is relatively straight forward implementation and has the ability to reduce ISI, thus 

it is a good candidate to be used for OFDM sidelobe suppression. The ideal raised-cosine filter impulse 

response that is shown in Figure 7 is defined in [23] as follows: 
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where T is the symbol time. The frequency response of an ideal raised-cosine filter consists of unity gain 

at low frequencies, a raised-cosine function in the middle frequencies and significant attenuation at high 

frequencies. The width of the middle frequencies is defined by the roll-off factor β, where 0 < β < 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Different roll-off factors for raised-cosine filter. 
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3.5 Combined Techniques 

To achieve better sidelobe suppression, several of the existing techniques can be combined. When digital 

signal is transmitted, the sidelobe of OFDM signal should be suppressed by 15 dB, which means low 

enough interference with other transmissions. For some of the techniques mentioned previously, a 

reduction of about 15 dB can be achieved [24]. 

By the combination of modulated raised-cosine filter and the cancellation carriers technique, a more 

reduction in the OOB radiation can be achieved in comparison with using the individual reductions of 

either technique. [25]. For an ideal raised-cosine filter, the frequency response is symmetric and the 

center frequency is located at zero. However, the raised-cosine filter needs to be modulated to the 

location of the OFDM data carrier block. In addition, to ensure that the spectrum is efficiently used and 

there is no interference with other transmissions by using CCs to reduce the OOB radiation, the sidelobe 

power of the signal must be suppressed. 

4. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR ACI REDUCTION 

4.1 Reduction Technique  

The proposed technique is based on increasing the resolution in the frequency domain OFDM signal by 

padding the time domain signal with zeros as illustrated in Figure 8 [26]. 

 

Figure 8. Illustrated OFDM sub-carrier input and output of the IFFT. 

The frequency domain signal shows the sidelobes of the OFDM symbol that interfere with the adjacent 

systems reducing their performance. These sidelobes are selected and padded by zeros in the positions 

of the desired signal as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Increasing the resolution in the frequency domain OFDM signal. 

At the receiver, these sidelobes do not affect the desired OFDM signal performance, since the FFT 

process at the receiver only samples the OFDM sub-carriers at the desired sub-carrier frequencies, which 

are orthogonal and the sampling at the sidelobes returns zero values. These zeros are removed to select 
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only the desired data sub-carriers to be demodulated and detected.  

But, when this signal is received by an adjacent system, these sidelobes interfere with the new system 

data and reduce its performance, resulting in what is called ACI. The sidelobes are selected, zero padded 

and then inverse Fourier transformed, resulting in a time domain signal that represents the assumed ACI 

signal as illustrated in Figure 10. The time domain signal in Figure 10b represents the N-samples OFDM 

signal representing the sidelobes padded to the right and to the left in order to increase the resolution of 

its frequency domain signal. 

 

Figure 10. The selected sub-carriers in the sidelobes positions. 

To down-sample the frequency domain signal, the padded samples in the time domain must be removed 

and the resulting samples then Fourier transformed to N-number of pilots at the positions of the desired 

OFDM sub-carrier frequencies as illustrated in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. The selected N (number of samples) representation of sidelobes. 

In order not to add power at the high frequency sub-carries that represent the sidelobes, the 

positions of these sub-carriers are replaced by zeros keeping the needed pilots as a 

compensated signal to the sidelobes. This is illustrated in Figure 12. These pilots are then 

extracted from the main data sub-carriers in the desired signal resulting in reduced sidelobes 

power and ACI. 

4.2 Matlab/Simulink Model 

In this paper, the simulation model is divided into three parts. The first part is the transmitter (the original 

signal), then comes the ACI reduction part (ACI signal on the original signal) and finally the receiver 

part. Data transmission is a binary signal that consists of ones and zeros. The transmitted data are 

generated by OFDM symbol generator throw QPSK mapping, S/P converter, zero padding, IFFT and 

cyclic prefix, through the transmission channel to the receiver.  
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Figure 12. Selecting the sub-carriers that compensate for the ACI. 

Oversampling in OFDM is usually implemented by modulating some sub-carriers at the spectrum 

margins with zero. In this technique, more resolution in the frequency domain is needed that corresponds 

to adding zeros to the left and right of the OFDM time domain signal, as in Figure 13. This will increase 

the time duration of one OFDM symbol without changing the sampling time. By keeping the sampling 

time constant, the sampling frequency is kept constant, but the number of frequency components 

increases due to increasing the FFT size for this process, where each component will have a frequency 

less than the main sub-carrier frequency of the original OFDM symbol. Looking at the sidelobes of the 

main OFDM symbol shows zeros (zero padding) at each OFDM subcarrier, whereas after adding zeros 

at the time domain, frequency components between these zeros appear with some power said to be the 

ACI affecting the adjacent OFDM signals. 

ACI is a result of the addition process from all the sub-carrier samples in the sidelobes of the OFDM 

signal. Those sidelobes will interfere with the adjacent OFDM signal. Each OFDM signal has its own 

sampling frequency reading. So when the desired OFDM signal starts to sample its sub-carriers and 

because the adjacent OFDM signal is close to it, it will sample the adjacent signal without knowing the 

difference between the two OFDM signals that would cause an interference or noise. To reduce noise, 

the power of the OFDM sidelobes has to be reduced. 

As shown in Figure 13, the block labelled “Select Sidelobes Zero Padded” selects only these frequencies 

that represent the ACI and pads the new real data sub-carriers with zeros to reach a new number of IFFT 

points, as in Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. OFDM transmitter using the proposed technique. 
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The zero padded frequency domain signal is converted into the time domain using Nnew-IFFT process, 

where Nnew is the N original number of OFDM samples with the new zeros added as samples to the time 

domain signal. 

The resulting N-number of samples in the middle of the output of the Nnew-IFFT process is selected, 

which is assumed to be the power added to the original signal producing more power in the sidelobes. 

These sub-carriers are then translated to the frequency domain by N-FFT process, which results in some 

power components at the positions of the original Nd data sub-carriers, whereas the other components 

are neglected because we do not want to add more power to the zeros of the original signal that increases 

the ACI. The resulting frequency components are then multiplied by δ-factor to compromise for the 

BER performance of the system, since these components represent noise to the original signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. OFDM sub-carriers three-part division. 

The resulting optimized frequency components are then transformed to the time domain by N-IFFT 

process and subtracted from the original OFDM signal, producing an OFDM signal with low power in 

the sidelobes; i.e., low ACI. 

4.3 OFDM System Parameters 

The proposed ACI reduction technique discussed in the previous section is assessed using a 

Matlab/Simulink simulation. The OFDM system parameters are based on the next generation of mobile 

communication systems and their values that are used for the performance assessment under the effect 

of AWGN channel are presented in Table 1 [10]-[11]. 

The cyclic prefix length is proposed to be greater than or equal to the maximum delay spread in urban 

channels proposed by the CODIT channel model [27]. 

Table 1. OFDM system parameters.  

 

Description 

 

Value 

Modulation type  4 M QPSK  

Cyclic prefix max 4 g µsT    

Bandwidth 20 zBW MH  

OFDM symbol useful time duration 4 =16 gTT s   

Sub-carrier frequency 62.  
1

5scf z
T

kH   

Number of data sub-carriers 320d

sc

BW
N

f
   

FFT size 1024N   

4.4 Simulation Steps 

MATLAB/Simulink is a block diagram environment for multi-domain simulation and model-based 
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design. Simulink provides a graphical editor, block libraries and solvers for modeling and simulating 

dynamic systems. 

Through the study, the main reason of the interference is the sum of sub-carrier samples in the sidelobes 

of OFDM symbol (out-of- band radiation). Reducing those radiations on the adjacent channels as much 

as possible with preserving the original data signal in the desired frequency is the main idea of the thesis.  

Figure 15 shows the general block of the first step for the simulation; getting the information signal from 

the Bernoulli binary generator, then processing it through the OFDM transmitter system, which will be 

explained in the next section, adding ACI-1 and ACI-2 with the output of OFDM transmitter system, 

then processing the result through AWGN generator to the receiver to calculate the BER to know the 

amount of error. 

 

Figure 15. General block diagram of simulation. 

ACI-1 represents the interference from the adjacent channel that affects the desired signal and ACI-2 

represents the interference from the adjacent channel that affects the desired signal but after using the 

reduction technique. The frequency shift block is used to shift the frequency of the adjacent OFDM 

interference signal that affects the desired signal. In this thesis, the frequency would be shifted to the 

left by three valuables -20.1 MHz, -20.05 MHz and -20 MHz. ACI-1 and ACI-2 can be controlled by 

the switches SW1 and SW2 by multiplying the switches by 1 to open them and 0 to close them. 

The power of the adjacent OFDM interference signal could be higher or lower than or equal to the power 

of the desired signal like -6 dB, -3 dB or 0 dB, which can be controlled by the gain of the signal.  

Figure 16 shows the transmitter of the desired OFDM signal without ACI effect. The data transmitted 

is a binary signal which consists of ones and zeros. 

 

Figure 16. Transmitter of the desired signal. 

Data is generated by OFDM symbol generator through QPSK mapping, S/P converter, zero padding, 

IFFT, cyclic prefix and up converting through the transmission channel. Figure 15 represents the ACI 

reduction technique applied on the adjacent OFDM signal that affects the desired signal. The difference 

between the desired signal and the output of this transmitter is the frequency shift, which has been 

explained above. Figure 17 has two outputs; the first one is the same as the desired signal, but shifted in 

frequency, while the second output is the same as the desired signal, but with ACI reduction technique. 
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ACI reduction block diagram represents the technique of reduction, which has been previously 

mentioned. After adding the zeros to the time domain OFDM signal samples, the OFDM symbol sub-

carriers will be increased in the sampling points. The purpose of increasing the sampling points is to see 

the sidelobe power that causes an interference to the adjacent systems. 

To study the interfering sidelobes, these have to be selected with removing the OFDM data sub-

carriersin the medial, then adding zeros to the left and the right in order to compensate for the data 

having been removed. 

 

Figure 17. Transmitter of the desired signal with ACI reduction. 

After processing the result through IFFT, the output will be the ACI signal presented in time domain. 

Choosing the N samples for OFDM signal, then down-sampling the signal by removing the added zeros 

in time domain from the beginning, then processing it through the FFT will lead to obtain a 

representation of the N number of sub-carriers in frequency domain for the sidelobe power. 

4.5 Simulation Result 

4.5.1 ACI Mitigation for QPSK-OFDM Signal at Zero dB Attenuation Factor 

A comparison between BER and SNR values will be presented. All the figures below show the 

performance of QPSK-OFDM signal with zero attenuation factor  0  , but with different frequency 

shift and ACI gain values. When the attenuation factor is equal to zero dB, the attenuation will be unity, 

which means that all the power of the generated signal for ACI reduction is subtracted from the power 

of the data sub-carrier on the sidelobes of the original OFDM signal. 

 

Figure 18. BER vs SNR QPSK-OFDM signal at -6 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Figure 18 shows the BER performance when the gain of the adjacent interference signal is -6 dB below 

the original signal and the attenuation factor is 0 dB. As the SNR increases, the BER decreases. If the 

adjacent OFDM interference signal frequency is -20.1 MHz away from the desired one, and at 

8 SNR dB , the BER is about 55 10  for both of the adjacent interference signals with and without 

ACI reduction. The BER for the desired OFDM signal at 8 dB  is about 63 10 . 

For closer adjacent channel interference (-20.05 to -20 MHz), the BER performance decreases due to 

more interference power added to the desired signal. In Figure 18c, the BER increased to about 48 10  

for the ACI without reduction while no change occured by using the reduction technique. 

These results are due to the -6 dB difference in the signal power between the adjacent and the desired 
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signals as shown in Figure 19, which shows the performance of PSD using 0 dB weighing factor with 

different frequency shifts. The PSD for the ACI signal at the center frequency is almost -39 dBm and 

for the ACI signal after reduction is about -48 dBm, which is about 9 dB reduction. In fact, this is not 

the real difference since the reduction in power is measured as the average signal power to the average 

interference power, which is analyzed in Section 4.5.3 below. 

Figure 20 represents a clarification for Figure 19 for the PSD at different frequency shift values. Table 

2 shows the power values for the adjacent OFDM interference signal that affects the desired OFDM 

signal. From the table, the closer the adjacent OFDM signal the higher the power that affects the desired 

OFDM signal, which means more ACI on the desired signal. 

 

Figure 19. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at -6 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 20. Illustration for PSD QPSK-OFDM signal at -6 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Table 2. PSD different values at -6 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Frequency (MHz) Frequency shift (MHz) PSD (dBm) 

-10 -20.1 -16 

-10 -20.05 -11 

-10 -20 -8 

If the adjacent channel has a higher gain, the effect of the interference on the desired signal would be 

higher. Figure 21 shows the BER performance for -3 dB difference between the adjacent and the desired 

signals for different frequency separations. This shows an increase in the BER, especially when the 

adjacent signal is at -20 MHz to the desired one. 

Figure 22 shows the performance of PSD at -3 dB difference, which shows that the sidelobe power is 

now closer to the desired OFDM data sub-carriers, resulting in an increase in the BER. 

Figure 23 represents a clarification for Figure 22 for the PSD at different frequency shift values. Table 
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3 shows the power values for the adjacent OFDM interference signal that affects the desired OFDM 

signal. From the table, the closer the adjacent OFDM signal, the higher the power that affects the desired 

OFDM signal, which means more ACI on the desired signal. 

 

Figure 21. BER vs SNR QPSK-OFDM signal at -3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 22. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at -3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 23. Illustration for PSD QPSK-OFDM signal at -3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Increasing the gain power for the adjacent signal will increase the interference with the desired signal. 

From Figure 24, the BER amount is increasing, because the value of the gain power is increased, but 

the best ACI reduction amount is when the frequency shift of the adjacent signal is at -20 MHz; a 

reduction from 10-3 to 10-4 at 9 dB SNR. A reduction of 10 dBm at 10 MHz from -35 dBm to -45 dBm 

on the sidelobe power is obtained after using the ACI reduction technique as shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 26 represents a clarification for Figure 25 for the PSD at different frequency shift values. Table 

4 shows the power values for the adjacent OFDM interference signal that affects the desired OFDM 

signal. 
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Table 3. PSD different values at -3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Frequency (MHz) Frequency shift (MHz) PSD (dBm) 

-10 -20.1 -12 

-10 -20.05 -8 

-10 -20 -7 

 

Figure 24. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at 0 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 25. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at 0 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 26. Illustration for PSD QPSK-OFDM signal at 0 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

From the table above, the closer the adjacent OFDM signal, the higher the power that affects the desired 

OFDM signal, which means more ACI on the desired signal. 

Figure 27 shows the BER and SNR when the gain of the adjacent interference signal is 3 dB and the 

attenuation factor on the sidelobes is 0 dB. When the adjacent OFDM interference signal is received by 

a gain power higher than the power of the desired signal, the interference will increase. Because the 
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BER values are much higher than the previous results, the ACI reduction is not as strong as the ACI 

reduction resulting at 0 dB ACI gain. 

Table 4. PSD different values at 0 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Frequency (MHz) Frequency shift (MHz) PSD (dBm) 

-10 -20.1 -8 

-10 -20.05 -6 

-10 -20 -4 

 

Figure 27. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at 3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 28. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at 3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Increasing the gain power of the adjacent signal will increase the interference on the desired signal as 

shown in Figure 28. The PSD performance is reduced by 9 dB from -30 dBm to -39 dBm at the center 

frequency. This is also not the real difference, since the reduction in power is measured as the average 

signal power to the average interference power, which will be analyzed in Section 4.5.3 below as 

mentioned before. 

A clarification for Figure 28 is shown in Figure 29, where the performance of the PSD QPSK-OFDM 

signal at different frequency shift values is presented. Table 5 shows the power values for the adjacent 

OFDM interference signal that affects the desired OFDM signal.  

4.5.2 ACI Mitigation for QPSK-OFDM Signal at -3 dB Attenuation Factor 

All the figures below show the performance of a 20 MHz bandwidth QPSK-OFDM signal with -3 dB 

attenuation factor, but with different frequency shift and ACI gain values. When the attenuation factor 

is equal to -3 dB, the power of the generated oversampling signal for ACI reduction method is reduced 

to the half and subtracted from the power of the data sub-carrier on the sidelobes of the original OFDM 

signal, which means less sidelobe power reduction than by using zero attenuation factor. A comparison 

between BER vs SNR and PSD with different frequency shift and ACI gain values will be presented in 

the figures below.  

Figure 30 shows the BER and SNR when the adjacent signal gain power is reduced to -6 dB with 

different frequency shifts values. When the SNR is 9dB, the best BER reduction is at -20 MHz. 
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Figure 29. Illustration for PSD QPSK-OFDM signal at 3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Table 5. PSD different values at 3 dB ACI gain with 0 dB attenuation factor. 

Frequency (MHz) Frequency shift (MHz) PSD (dBm) 

-10 -20.1 -7 

-10 -20.05 -3 

-10 -20 1 

 

 

Figure 30. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at -6 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

Figure 31 represents the PSD values. The reduction in the sidelobes is less than the previous results, 

because the gain power is minimum and the attenuation factor on those sidelobes is less than one. From 

the figure above, the PSD for the ACI signal at the center frequency is about -40 dBm and for the ACI 

signal after reduction is about -47 dBm, which is about 7 dB reduction. In fact, this is not the real 

difference, since the reduction in power is measured as the average signal power to the average 

interference power, which is analyzed in Section 4.5.3 below. 

After increasing the gain power of the adjacent signal, the BER vs SNR performance is also increased. 

Figure 32 shows that the best ACI reduction is at -20 MHz, as the BER is reduced from 10-3 to less than   

10-4 at 9 dB SNR. 

Figure 33 represents the PSD performance after increasing the adjacent signal gain power. It can be seen 

that the interference is increased on the desired signal, but a reduction of 7 dB on the power of the 

sidelobes is achieved after using the ACI reduction technique. 

The BER gets higher as the adjacent signal power is increased. Figure 34 shows that the closer the 

adjacent signal to the desired signal, the better the ACI reduction. 

The effect of the sidelobe power from the adjacent signal is shown in Figure 35. As the PSD is increased 

because of the increment of ACI gain power, a reduction can be achieved by using half power sidelobe 

reduction technique. 
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Figure 31. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at -6 dB ACI gain with -3 dB aAttenuation factor. 

 

Figure 32. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at -3 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 33. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at -3 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 34. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at 0 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

The figures below represent half sidelobe power reduction with amplified adjacent gain power. The  

BER performance is getting higher than the previous results, because the gain is higher and so the 

amount of interference is higher. But, after using the ACI reduction technique, the BER is enhanced at 

a minimum value as shown in Figure 36. 
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Figure 35. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at 0 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 36. BER vs SNR for QPSK-OFDM signal at 3 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

 

Figure 37. PSD of QPSK-OFDM signal at 3 dB ACI gain with -3 dB attenuation factor. 

The interference from the adjacent sidelobes on the desired signal is very obvious. In Figure 37, at -10 

MHz, the adjacent signal with ACI has a higher power than the desired signal at the same frequency, 

but after using ACI reduction technique, the adjacent power is reduced by 6 dB, which reduces the effect 

of interference and increases the system performance. 

4.5.3 Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) Analysis 

The SIR is a comparison tool between the desired signal’s average power to that of the interference 

signal, which is given as follows: 

 

Desired

ACI

dB dB

dB Desired ACI

P
SIR

P

SIR P P



  

                             (5) 

Figure 38 illustrates the different SIR values between the desired OFDM signal’s power and that of  

the ACI signal’s power with and without applying the reduction technique. This illustration is done for 

the three different ACI applied frequencies and with different values of reduction factor δ. 

Figure 38a shows that as the ACI power increases, the SIR decreases as given in Equation (5). 
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Figure 38. SIR comparison between the desired OFDM signal and the ACI signals. 

In our simulation, four steps of increasing the ACI power by 3 dB each time are made from -6 dB to 3 

dB and at each time the SIR decreases by 3 dB as shown in the figure. 

The improvement in SIR is illustrated and found to be about 9 dB between the desired signal and the 

ACI signal after reducing the power at the sidelobes with a reduction factor of δ = 0 dB, whereas for the 

ACI signal, with a reduction factor of δ = -3 dB, the SIR is lower than before with a value of about 6.5 

dB. 

This result is due to the power of the added signal to the desired signal as a reduction technique. For δ 

= 0 dB, no change occurs on the added (noise) signal, which results in more reduction on the sidelobes, 

therefore causing more SIR. But, for δ = -3 dB, the power of the added signal is reduced to the half, 

which results in less reduction in the power of the sidelobes, leading to lower the SIR in comparison 

with the case before. In both cases, the SIR is improved. 

Figure 38b and Figure 38c show the same analysis, but with one difference, which is that the value of 

the SIR is lowered. The reason behind this is the amount of power introduced by the ACI signal at its 

center frequency, becoming closer to the desired signal. 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

This work addresses the problem of ACI between the OFDM symbols. Through the study, the main 

reason of the interference is the sum of sub-carrier samples in the sidelobes of the OFDM symbol (out-

of-band radiation). The purpose of this work is to reduce this radiation on the adjacent channels as much 

as possible, while preserving the original data signal in the desired frequency.  

The operation that had been used in this paper is based on adding zero pilots in the time domain of the 

OFDM symbol, resulting in more resolution in the frequency domain, which would help reduce the out-

of-band radiation. 

The system speed is related to the sampling frequency of the FFT process, which is 1/s s scf t Nf  . In 

this paper, as given in Table 1, the sampling frequency is given by 1024 62.5 64 sf kHz MHz   . 

By adding zeros to the time domain signal, nothing changes to the sampling frequency, since the zeros 

have the same sampling time. The change will be in the sub-carrier frequency, since the OFDM useful 

time duration increased and that led to decrease the sub-carrier frequency. The main idea about this 

technique is to increase the resolution in the frequency domain. The main effect is on the processing 

time that increased by increasing the size of the FFT process in this stage. The result after processing 

the frequency domain signal will be the opposite of the original form, but without data sub-carriers. That 

means only the addition of sub-carrier samples in the sidelobes, but with a negative power. Subtracting 

the new signal from the original signal will produce an OFDM signal with less sidelobe power to reduce 

ACI effect between the OFDM symbols.  

From the results, the three main variables that affect the ACI reduction technique are: the attenuation 

factor, the ACI gain and the frequency shift. The attenuation factor controls the amount of the reduction 

on the sub-carrier sidelobe power. In the paper, two values are used for the attenuation factor: 0 dB, 

which means that all the power of the generated signal for ACI reduction method is subtracted from the 

power of the data sub-carrier on the sidelobes of the original OFDM signal. In case of the other value of 
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the attenuation factor is -3 dB, the power of the generated signal is reduced to the half and then subtracted 

from the power of the data sub-carrier on the sidelobes of the original OFDM signal, leading to less 

sidelobe power reduction than using zero attenuation factor. The second variable is the ACI gain; the 

adjacent signal gain power is very effective on how much the interference on the desired OFDM signal 

is. Four values for ACI gain (-6, -3, 0, 3) dB were taken to recognize the difference. The higher the gain 

power of the adjacent signal, the more interference on the sidelobe of the desired signal. The last variable 

mentioned in this work is the frequency shift. The closer the frequency of the adjacent signal, the higher 

the interference that affects the desired signal. 

This reduction technique introduces a reduction of 9 dB SIR when using an attenuation factor of δ = 0 

dB, where this value reduces as the center frequency of the ACI approaches the desired signal due to the 

increase of the ACI power near the desired one. For δ = -3 dB, a reduction of about 6 dB is achieved. 
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 ملخص البحث:

طريددددددسل  التددددددلمل  اددددددر  ال   اعنسددددددال ل لدددددد ل   ددددددا ل  لمددددددن ليعددددددال المددددددن ل    ددددددن  ل دددددد ل

  ر  يدددددما ل سدددددىلأ دددددمشلالتددددداشلاع دددددرل   جددددداق،لاددددد ل ا دددددعن ل  عدددددن  ل دددددنل ل    دددددن شل  ددددد ال

ي ددددددالل دددددد ل  يةلددددددن،ل  رني لدددددد ل ةضددددددنسق،ل  ير لدددددد ل  لمددددددن ل    ددددددن  ل دددددد لطريددددددسل  التددددددلمل

ل   رن ل  ل  ار  ال   اعنسا؛ل  ا ل عالسصال ًل ةاا  للس لق م ،ل المن 

ن لفدددد ل رعددددهلادددد  ل  ملقدددد ل ةددددال لةلددددلل ا ددددعن ل ددددنل ل    ددددن لسدددد ل ددددق لقددددر   لقددددال ل ا ددددع

التدددددلمل  يةلدددددن،ل  رني لددددد ل  مدددددادر شانل  دددددرل  ايدددددالال دددددنل ل المدددددن ل    دددددن  ل ددددد لطريدددددسل  

ا دددددنل ل  لثدددددمل اضميدددددلل  ادددددر  ال   اعنسدددددالفددددد ل   ردددددن ل  هس ددددد ل ممدددددنط لا دددددينللفددددد ل  ردددددني ل 

(لNا ل)ردددددن ل  هس ددددد ل الا  ددددد ل  عل دددددن،ل    ادددددا لسددددد لاشدددددلل  ضصدددددم ل ةدددددال  عددددد   ن رددددد ل  دددددال   

 سددددد للسددددد ل  عل دددددن،لسددددد لال دددددنل ل   ردددددن ل  هس ددددد ل  اددددد ل   دددددللال دددددنل ل ا دددددعن ل دددددنل ل    دددددن  

ادددددددر  لثددددددملالشددددددر  ل ضميددددددللفمليلدددددددلل   ددددددنل ل   ن ردددددد ل الا  دددددد ل  ضدددددددنسق،ل  ير لدددددد ل ن لدددددد ل  

 دددددةل شلضدددددنسق،ل  ير لددددد ل ة لنيدددددن،ل أ ةضصدددددم ل ةدددددالا  ددددد ليدددددامل اتدددددانلثدددددملال دددددنفاانل  دددددال  

ل أسدددددددرل  ددددددد اليددددددد رمل  دددددددلل  الةلدددددددللسددددددد ل دددددددا  لل  ل دددددددم ،ل   اردددددددن ل  لتلددددددد لا ل ا دددددددنل 

ملسددددد ل    دددددن ي ل   دددددللال دددددنل ل دددددرللل ن  تددددد  ل   دددددنل ل   ر م ددددد شلس دددددنلي دددددع لا   ل    دددددن

ل   دددددنف  ( ل ددددد  شليدددددامل مدددددادا ملسعنسدددددلل ا لي  دددددسل ةدددددال ا دددددنل لBERتلددددد لسعدددددا) ل  ة لدددددمل)

 ددددددمل مددددددادا ملل ةضصددددددم ل ةددددددالا   لاف ددددددللسددددددىل لةلددددددللشلددددددالفدددددد ل ا ددددددعن ل ددددددنل ل    ددددددن  

يددددددددد ل(ل اللدددددددددلمل  ال لددددددددد ل   لارتددددددددد ل  عدددددددددنسق،ل ا لسداةسن قب/مدددددددددل لم  مسضنعدددددددددن ل  دددددددددرل)

فع دددددددال د لدددددددالل فصدددددددللسداةددددددد ل ةادددددددر   ،ل دددددددل ل ا دددددددنل ل   ر م ددددددد ل  ا دددددددنل ل   ردددددددن ل  

م ل ةدددددددال لةلدددددددلل   دددددددعن ل دددددددنل لسلددددددا ل ل ددددددديرل يتدددددددل لل   دددددددنل ل    دددددددنف شل دددددددمل  ضصددددددد

 دددددنل ل يتدددددل ل لاسدددددنل  ددددداسنليع دددددللسعنسدددددلل  دددددما ل ةدددددال لةلدددددللقدددددال ل ال10    دددددن لسلدددددا ل ل

 لدددددا لل  يتدددددل لشلفلدددددامل  ضصدددددم ل ةدددددال لةلدددددللفددددد ل ا دددددعن ل دددددنل ل    دددددن لل3  ا  ةددددد ل  لدددددا لل

 شل يتدددددددل ل ل فددددددد ل   ضصدددددددة شلياضتددددددد لا   ل    دددددددنملسددددددد ل دددددددق ل   لدددددددسل  ال لددددددد ل   لارتدددددددل6

 رن ل  ال  اضت  ل ةال   ُعال ل ل ر  ل ا نل ل   ر م  ل  ر  ل ا نل ل    يعا 


